This power bank will charge your devices up to 3 times faster than average external charger. The sophisticated Quick Charge 3.0 technology provides the fastest charge and USB Power Delivery makes charging in the most optimized way by letting high levels of current to flow to the battery. No matter what cable you are using – you will get the fastest and safest charge ever possible.

**Features**

- **Capacity:** 10000 mAh
- **Quick Charge 3.0 + PD**
- **Approximate quantity of full charges for an average smartphone:** 4
- **Micro USB Input:** 5V/2A, 9V/2A
- **PD Input/Output:** 5V/2A, 9V/2A
- **Output1:** 5V/2A,
- **Output2:** 18W (QC3.0)
- **Approximate time of charging:** 7 hours
- **LED indication of charge**
- **QC 3.0 and USB Power Delivery technologies allow to charge devices at optimal power rates**

**Model**

- CND-TPBQC10RG rose gold 5291485004453
- CND-TPBQC10B black 5291485004460
- CND-TPBQC10S silver 5291485004477

**USB Power Delivery**

Created with an aim to set up a single USB fast charging standard, this technology communicates with the device and adjusts both power and current making charging faster and safer than ever. In order to use this technology your smartphone should be compatible with it.

**Quick Charge 3.0**

This technology makes charging speed of a compatible device much faster comparing to average 5V charger. It increases maximum output power up to 18W during the whole process of charging.